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• E. Fox and G. Marchionini. Digital Libraries: Extending Traditional Values. Guest 
Editors' Introduction to special section on Digital Libraries. Commun. of the ACM, 
44(5):30-32, May 2001, http://doi.acm.org/10.1145/374308.374329

• NSF IIS-0910183: Collaborative Research: Curatorial Work and Learning in Virtual 
Environments, PI Gary Marchionini, co-PI Fox; 2009-2010



Short Version
• Exploration is a fundamental need, and so 

should be well supported in future DLs:

• for all Societies: Humans and/with Computers;

• through diverse Scenarios, aided by Spaces 
and Structures, covering all types of Streams.

• Theory-> Design-> Implementation-> DevOps

• Integrating Sciences: computing, library, infor.; 
AI, Archiving, DB, HCI, HPC, Hypermedia, IR, 
Networking, NLP, Psychology, Sociology, . . .
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See also: Sapiens: A Brief History of Humankind, by Yuval Noah Harari, 2015
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See also:
Exploratory
Search: Beyond
the Query-
Response
Paradigm, by
Ryen W. White,
Resa A. Roth,
Morgan &
Claypool, 2009

See also works 
on: HCIR, 
Information
Seeking
Behavior, Info-
Visualization, 
Probing, Delving,  
Investigation, 
Discovery, Data 
Analysis/Science

Exploration
includes:
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Vector space model
TF*IDF weighting



Outline
• JCR Licklider
• Libraries of the Future
• 5S
• Building Digital Libraries
• Exploring (incl. from JCDL 2006)
• Future

8
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For: ARPA’s Information Processing Techniques Office



JCR Licklider
• Grandfather of Internet
• Director, Project MAC: CTSS, Multics, AI Lab
• M. M. Waldrop’s 2001 biography “The Dream 

Machine: J.C.R. Licklider and the Revolution 
That Made Computing Personal”:
– “He is almost alone in his conviction that 

computers can become not just superfast 
calculating machines, but joyful machines: tools 
that will serve as a new media of expression, 
inspirations to creativity, and gateways to a vast 
world of online information.” 10
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Overview
• As JCR Licklider forecast in 1965 in his 

“Libraries of the Future” (report for CLR)
• Highly effective human-computer symbiosis in procognitive

systems that mediate online interactions with knowledge

• Knowledge: acquisition, organization, use

• Analysis: files, documents, texts, words

• Marry information retrieval, question-answering, NLP

• Adaptive self-organization, associative chaining

• Leverage: set theory, spaces, functions, relations, predicate 
calculus, higher-order knowledge representations



Closing Challenge
• (4) A sympathetic, cooperative, verbal, 

community is a fundamental essential for the 
development of a sophisticated verbal 
mechanism. To develop complex language 
behavior . . .

• (5) no one seems likely to design or invent a 
formal system capable of automating 
sophisticated language behavior. The best 
approach … to call for a formal base plus an 
overlay of experience gained in interaction 
with the cooperative verbal community.



Outline
• JCR Licklider
• Libraries of the Future
• 5S
• Building Digital Libraries
• Exploring (incl. from JCDL 2006)
• Future
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5S Motivation
• DLs are not benefiting from formal theories 

as have other CS fields: DB, IR, PL, etc.

• DL construction: difficult, ad-hoc, lacking 
support for tailoring/customization

• Conceptual modeling, requirements 
analysis, and methodological approaches 
are rarely supported in DL development.

• See my 9/2004 invited talk in Beijing “Digital Libraries for 
Education: Foundations to Case Studies” 
http://fox.cs.vt.edu/talks/2004/200409BeijingDL.ppt
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Theoretical Foundations
for Digital Libraries

!e 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, 
Structures, Streams) Approach

Edward A. Fox
Marcos André Gonçalves

Rao Shen

SYNTHESIS LECTURES ON INFORMATION
CONCEPTS, RETRIEVAL, AND SERVICES

Theoretical Foundations for Digital Libraries
!e 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) Approach

Edward A. Fox, Marcos André Gonçalves, and Rao Shen
!is book is the first in a four book series that reports our key findings and current research investigations.  Underlying 
this book series are six completed dissertations (Gonçalves, Kozievitch, Leidig, Murthy, Shen, Torres), eight disserta-
tions underway, and many masters theses. !ese reflect our experience with a long string of prototype or production 
systems developed in the lab, such as CITIDEL, CODER, CTRnet, Ensemble, ETANA, ETD-db, MARIAN, and 
Open Digital Libraries. !ere are hundreds of related publications, presentations, tutorials, and reports. We have built 
upon that work so this book, and the others in the series, will address digital library related needs in many computer 
science, information science, and library science (e.g., LIS) courses, as well as the requirements of researchers, develop-
ers, and practitioners. 

Much of the early work in the digital library field struck a balance between addressing real-world needs, integrating 
methods from related areas, and advancing an ever-expanding research agenda. Our work has fit in with these trends, 
but simultaneously has been driven by a desire to provide a firm conceptual and formal basis for the field. Our aim has 
been to move from engineering to science. We claim that our 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) 
framework, discussedinpublications datingback toat least1998,providesa suitable basis.!isbookintroduces 5S, and the 
key theoretical and formal aspects of the 5S framework. 

While the 5S framework may be used to describe many types of information systems, and is likely to have even 
broader utility and appeal, we focus here on digital libraries. Our view of digital libraries is broad, so further generaliza-
tion should be straightforward. 

We have connected with related fields, including hypertext/hypermedia, information storage and retrieval, knowl-
edge management, machine learning, multimedia, personal information management, and Web 2.0. Applications 
have included managing not only publications, but also archaeological information, educational resources, fish images, 
scientific datasets, and scientific experiments/simulations. 

ABOUT SYNTHESIS
!is volume is a printed version of a work that appears in the Synthesis Digital Library 
of Engineering and Computer Science. Synthesis Lectures provide concise, original 
presentations of important research and development topics, published quickly, in 
digital and print formats. For more information visit www.morganclaypool.com

Gary Marchionini, Series Editor

Morgan  & Claypool Publishers

MORGAN  &  CLAYPOOL PUBLISHERS
w w w . m o r g a n c l a y p o o l . c o m

ISBN: 978-1-60845-910-0

9 781608 459100
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Digital Library 
Technologies

Complex Objects, Annotation,  
Ontologies, Classi!cation,  
Extraction, and Security

Edward A. Fox
Ricardo da Silva Torres

SYNTHESIS LECTURES ON INFORMATION
CONCEPTS, RETRIEVAL, AND SERVICES

Digital Library Technologies
Complex Objects, Annotation, Ontologies, Classi!cation, Extraction, and Security

Edward A. Fox, Virginia Tech  R55�#��,�)5��5�#&0�5�),,�-65University of Campinas, Brazil
Digital libraries (DLs) have introduced new technologies, as well as leveraging, enhancing, and integrating related 
technologies, since the early 1990s. !ese e"orts are enriched through a formal approach, e.g., the 5S (Societies, Sce-
narios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) framework, which is discussed in two earlier volumes in this series. !is volume 
should help advance work not only in DLs, but also in the WWW and other information systems. 

Drawing upon four (Kozievitch, Murthy, Park, Yang) completed and three (Elsherbiny, Farag, Srinivasan) in-process 
dissertations, as well as the e"orts of collaborating researchers and scores of related publications, presentations, tuto-
rials, and reports, this book should advance the DL #eld with regard to at least six key technologies. By integrating 
surveys of the state-of-the-art, new research, connections with formalization, case studies, and exercises/projects, this 
book can serve as a computing or information science textbook. It can support studies in cyber-security, document 
management, hypertext/hypermedia, IR, knowledge management, LIS, multimedia, and machine learning. 

Chapter 1, with a case study on #ngerprint collections, focuses on complex (composite, compound) objects, con-
necting DL and related work on buckets, DCC, and OAI-ORE. Chapter 2, discussing annotations, as in hypertext/
hypermedia, emphasizes parts of documents, including images as well as text, managing superimposed information. 
!e SuperIDR system, and prototype e"orts with Flickr, should motivate further development and standardization 
related to annotation, which would bene#t all DL and WWW users. Chapter 3, on ontologies, explains how they help 
with browsing, query expansion, focused crawling, and classi#cation. !is chapter connects DLs with the Semantic 
Web, and uses CTRnet as an example. Chapter 4, on (hierarchical) classi#cation, leverages LIS theory, as well as ma-
chine learning, and is important for DLs as well as the WWW. Chapter 5, on extraction from text, covers document 
segmentation, as well as how to construct a database from heterogeneous collections of references (from ETDs); i.e., 
converting strings to canonical forms. Chapter 6 surveys the security approaches used in information systems, and 
explains how those approaches can apply to digital libraries which are not fully open. 

ABOUT SYNTHESIS
!is volume is a printed version of a work that appears in the Synthesis Digital Library 
of Engineering and Computer Science. Synthesis Lectures provide concise, original 
presentations of important research and development topics, published quickly, in 
digital and print formats. For more information visit www.morganclaypool.com
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Edward A. Fox, Virginia Tech, Dept. of Computer Science, Blacksburg, Virginia
Jonathan P. Leidig, Grand Valley State University,  
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Digital libraries (DLs) have evolved since their launch in 1991 into an important type of information system, with 
widespread application. !is volume advances that trend further by describing new research and development in the DL 
"eld that builds upon the 5S (Societies, Scenarios, Spaces, Structures, Streams) framework, which is discussed in three 
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Definition: Digital Libraries 
are complex systems that

1. help satisfy info needs of users (societies)

2. provide info services (scenarios)

3. organize info in usable ways (structures)

4. present info in usable ways (spaces)

5. communicate info with users (streams)
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5S Model: Definitions

5S Definition
Streams Sequences of elements of an arbitrary 

type

Structures Labeled directed graphs

Spatial Sets and operations on those sets

Scenarios Sequences of events that modify states
of a computation in order to 
accomplish some functional 
requirement.

Societies Sets of communities and relationships 
among them
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Five Elements Theory from 
Chinese Philosophy



5S for DLs

Ss Examples Objectives

Streams Text; video; audio; image Describes properties of the DL content 
such as encoding and language for 
textual material or particular forms of 
multimedia data

Structures Collection; catalog; 
hypertext; document; 
metadata

Specifies organizational aspects of the DL 
content

Spaces Measure; measurable, 
topological, vector, 
probabilistic

Defines logical and presentational views 
of several DL components

Scenarios Searching, browsing, 
recommending 

Details the behavior of DL services

Societies Service managers, 
learners, teachers, etc.

Defines managers, responsible for 
running DL services; actors, that use 
those services; and relationships among 
them

Compare:
5 elements
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Overview of 5S and DL formal
definitions and compositions

5S

structures (d.10)streams (d.9) spaces (d.18) scenarios (d.21) societies                      
(d. 24)

structural 
metadata
specification
(d.25)

descriptive 
metadata
specification
(d.26)

repository
(d. 33)

collection (d. 31)

(d.34)indexing
service

structured 
stream (d.29)

digital
object 
(d.30)

metadata catalog 
(d.32)

browsing
service 

(d.37)

searching
service (d.35)

digital 
library
(minimal) (d. 38)

services (d.22)

sequence 
(d. 3) 

graph (d. 6)
function 
(d. 2)

measurable(d.12), measure(d.13), probability (d.14), 
vector (d.15),  topological (d.16) spaces

event (d.10)state (d. 18)

hypertext
(d.36)

sequence 
(d. 3) 

transmission
(d.23)

relation (d. 1) language (d.5)

grammar (d. 7)

tuple (d. 4)*



Searching Browsing

Ic

Acquiring
User interests/needs

query anchor

Universal
Collection

Ci

DMCi

Indexing

Society

actor

Describing
Cataloguing

Linking

Hypertext

Infra-structure Services
(fundamental)

Information Satisfaction Services
(fundamental)

criteria sortOrder

{doi}

Submitting

Authoring

dok

mskj



Semantic relationships among DL concepts: 
Partial concept map

Service

Repository

CatalogCollection

Digital Object Descriptive
Metadata

extend
use

is_version_of
translation_of

1 11

n
1 n

Society

scenario

actors managersparticipates_in has

use
runs

has

contains
contains

stores stores

is_described_ by

Metadata Format

conforms_with

built_over

is_described_by



Streams

text

audio

image

video do mss

R

C DMc
describes

stores

is_version_of

Ic

Se

Sc

e

extends
reuses

SM

Ac

op
executes

participates_in

recipient

runs

Scenarios

Societies

inherits_from/includes

association

uses

Top

Pr Metric

Measurable

Measure

describes

employs
produces

employs
produces

employs
produces

Structures

Spaces

Vec

belongs_to

contains

Î

Î

Ì

msÎ

is_a is_a

precedes
happens_before

is_a

redefines
invokes



Outline
• JCR Licklider
• Libraries of the Future
• 5S
• Building Digital Libraries
• Exploring (incl. from JCDL 2006)
• Future
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DL Services/Activities Taxonomy

Browsing
Collaborating
Customizing
Filtering
Providing access
Recommending
Requesting
Searching
Visualizing

Annotating
Classifying
Clustering
Evaluating
Extracting
Indexing

Measuring
Publicizing

Rating
Reviewing (peer)

Surveying
Translating 

(language)

Conserving
Converting

Copying/Replicating
Emulating
Renewing

Translating 
(format)

Acquiring
Cataloging

Crawling (focused)
Describing
Digitizing
Federating
Harvesting
Purchasing
Submitting

PreservationalCreational

Add
Value

Repository-Building

Information 
Satisfaction
Services

Infrastructure Services



5SGraph: No Code DL

Workspace

(instance model)

Structured 

toolbox

(metamodel)

See https://www.gartner.com/en/documents/3956079/magic-quadrant-for-
enterprise-low-code-application-platf from August 2019: "By 2024, low-code 
application development will be responsible for more than 65% of application 
development activity."



5S-based Architecture for
DL Modeling and Generation

5S 
Meta

Model
5SGraph

DL 
Expert

DL 
Designer

5SL 
DL

Models

5SLGen

Practitioner

Researcher

Tailored
DL 

Services

Teacher

component
pool

ODLSearch,
ODLBrowse,
ODLRate,
ODLReview,

…….



NSDL Information Architecture
by the Technical Infrastructure Workgroup

referenced
items &

collections

referenced
items &

collections
Special 

Databases

NSDL
ServicesNSDL

ServicesOther NSDL
Services

CI Services

annotation

CI Services

discussion

CI Services

personalization

CI Services

authentication

CI Services

browsing

Core Services:
information retrieval

Core Collection-
Building Services

harvesting

Core Collection-
Building Services

protocols

Core Services:
metadata gathering

Portals &
ClientsPortals &

ClientsPortals &
Clients

Usage 
Enhancement

Collection 
Building

User 
Interfaces

NSDL
CollectionsNSDL

CollectionsNSDL
Collections

Core
NSDL
“Bus”



 

Annotations  

OAI  
Data  

Harvester 

EDUCATORS 
 

ADMINISTRATORS LEARNERS 
 

Multilingual 
Searching 

Revising Annotating Filtering Browsing Administering 

Filtering Profiles User Profiles 
  

Union Metadata 
 

OAI  
Data  

Provider 

Remote and Peer Digital Libraries (eg. NSDL -CIS) 

PORTALS 

SERVICES 

REPOSITORIES 

Digital library architecture for local
and interoperable CITIDEL services
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Authoring
Modifying

Organizing
Indexing

Storing  
Archiving

Networking
Accessing
Filtering

Creation

DistributionUtilization

Reputation

Similarity

Desirability

AccuracyCompletenessConformance

Discovery

Timelin
ess

Searching
Browsing
Recommending

Relevance

Timeliness

Accessibility
Accessibility

Usage

Inactive

Active

Discard

Retention
Mining

Semi-Active

Preservability

Timeliness

Preservability

Adapted
from:

Social
aspects of

digital libraries,
UCLA 1996,

eds. Christine L.
Borgman et al., https://

works.bepress.com/borgman/183/Exploring

Information
Life
Cycle
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Introduction

n What’s exploring?
searching, browsing, investigating, 
studying, or analyzing
for purposes of discovery,
pursuing truth or facts about 
something 



Introduction (Cont.)
n Are browsing and searching duals or can they 

be converted to each other when certain 
conditions are met? 

n Can we generalize these DL exploring services 
within a formal DL framework?

n Can the formal generalization guide 
development of exploring services for domain 
focused DLs?



Related Work on Integrating Services in DLs

has an 
example

I3R

systems
in 1980s

found in

RABBIT

integrating searching 
and browsing

systems
in 1990s

systems
in 2000s

CODER

DataWeb

has an 
example

PESTO SenseMaker

has an 
example

MIX ScentTrailsBBQ

ODLMARIAN

integrating searching and 
browsing with other services 

clustering and visualization

has examples

Stepping Stones
& Pathways

CitiViz

includes

Cat-a-Cone
WebBook Hieraxes

RB++ Grouper

EtanaViz …
Kartoo Flamenco



n Within the 5S Framework 

n Generalize DL exploring services such as 
browsing, searching, clustering, and 
visualization.

n Prove theorems and lemmas based on the 
generalization

searching browsing

Exploring Services Formalization 



n Exploration Space (Espa) is a Space

n Espa=(Q, Contents, OP_Set)
Q is a set of conceptual representations for 
user information needs
Contents: associated with collection C
OP_Set is a set of operations on Q and
Contents
• {OPviz, OPclu, OPs, OPb}     OP_Set

Exploring Services Formalization 
(Cont.)

Í



n Sample OP_Set: {OPviz , OPclu, OPs, OPb}

OPviz: maps a set of digital objects to a visual 
mark

OPclu: gets similarity of a pair of subsets of 
collection and their associated contents

OPs: associates a query with a digital object and 
its contents

OPb: associates a traverse link with contents of 
the target node (i.e., follows a hypertext link)

Exploring Services Formalization 
(Cont.)



n An Exploring Service (Eser) is a set of 
scenarios over an exploration space (Espa).

n Eser=(sc1, sc2, …, sci, …, scn), 
where sci is a sequence of events

each event is associated with one or more of the 
operations in Espa

Exploring Services Formalization 
(Cont.)



…

…

ei

OP_Set

Searching: Ops
Browsing: Opb
Clustering: Opclu
Visualization: Opviz

…

State Diagram

Exploring Services Formalization 
(Cont.)



Theorems and Lemmas Searching 
Ops

Browsing 
Opb

Clustering 
Opclu

Visualization 
Opviz

Theorem 1 Ö

Theorem 2 Ö

Theorem 3 
(Ops followed by Opclu )

Ö Ö

Theorem 4 
(Ops followed by Opviz)

Ö Ö

Lemma 1 Ö Ö

Lemma 2 Ö Ö

Lemma 3
(Opb followed by Ops)

Ö Ö

Lemma 4
(Ops followed by Opb)

Ö Ö Ö

Theorems & Lemmas related to Operations



Theorem 1: Searching service

…

…

ei

OP_Set

Searching: Ops

queryi

searching results 
for queryi

State Diagram



Theorem 2: Browsing service

…

…

ei

OP_Set

Browsing: Opb

Contents of the 
target node

State Diagram



Theorem 3: Post retrieval clustering service

…

…

ei

OP_Set
Searching: Ops
Clustering: Opclu

clusters of 
searching results 

searching results 
for queryi

1

2
3

queryi

State Diagram



Lemma 2: Searching                   Browsing

query0

query1

queryi

…

…

queryi

…

…

results

πi

Qsearch Л

qu
er

y i
=

O
P s

-1
(re

su
lts

) π
i =

O
P
b -1

(results)

queryi = πi



Lemma 3: switch from browsing to searching; 
special case: query refinement/expansion

…

…

π i

Л
query0

query1

queryi

…

…

queryi

queryi+1

5

ContentspostBrowse

browsing results 
associated with 
navigation path

πi1 2

QpostBrowse

3

4



Lemma 4: switch from searching to browsing

OP_Set
searching results 

for query

v1
v2

…
vi

…

Searching: Ops
Clustering: Opclu

Contents of cluster1
Contents of cluster2

…
Contents of clusteri

…

3

5

2

4
…

…

ei queryi

v0

π0

π2

πi

1

State Diagram



Theorem 4: Post retrieval visualization 
service

…

…

ei

OP_Set
Searching: Ops
Visualization: Opviz

Visual marks in a

spatial substrate

searching results 
for queryi

1

2

3queryi

State Diagram



Theory-based approach to describing 
DL Exploring Services

— guides us to design and implement 
exploring services for ETANA-DL

• Multi-dimensional browsing
• Searching and browsing integration
• Visualization
• Usability evaluation



browsing service searching service

navigation path query

Exploring Service in ETANA-DL
—Multi-dimensional Browsing
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ETANA-DL:
Multi-dimensional browsing interface
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Save current navigation path for later use & view records
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EtanaViz: Searching, Browsing, 
Clustering, Visualization
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Query: “SITE=Nimrin&OBJECTTYPE=Bone”

Cultural phases (time periods): Middle Bronze, Iron I, . . .

Percentages of animal bones:
SUS, BOS, CAPRA, OVIS



Browse Search EtanaViz

Save 
navigation 

path
(SNP)

Search within 
browsing
context 
(SWBC)

4.0 4.0 4.0 4.5 4.5

Evaluation of ETANA-DL services 
(N=28, Scale 0-5) 



Conclusions
ØApproach DL exploring services based on a DL 

theory.
ØDevelop  theorems indicating browsing and 

searching can be converted and switched to 
each other under certain conditions.

ØProvide a systematic and functional method to 
design and implement DL exploring services in 
an integrated archaeological DL, ETANA-DL, 
which was used as a case study.

ØMade contributions to aid both users and 
developers of DLs.
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Future (at JCDL 2020)

• Discuss and learn together.
• Plan for future collaborations.

• Tutorial 3: Introduction to DLs
• Tutorial 2: Preparing Code and Data for 

Computational Reproducibility
• Workshop 6: Web Archiving and DLs

66



Future

• Protocols / connect   systems / services, e.g.,
– OAI-PMH: https://www.openarchives.org/pmh/ 

Protocol for Metadata Harvesting,V.2.0 (2002)
– Jun Wang, "VIDI: A Lightweight Protocol 

Between Visualization Systems and Digital 
Libraries", May 2002, MS thesis, 
http://hdl.handle.net/10919/33845

– Memento Protocol, RFC 7089, 2013,Time-based 
Access to Remote States, 
https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7089

• x

67



Digital Library of SME 
System Req. 
Descriptions

Catalog of system req. 
descriptions

Case   UX ARTIFACTS

Future: Prashant Chandrasekar’s 
Architecture of DL for SME Exploration

CS1 - Information 
System

WORKFLOW MANAGER

SERVICES REGISTRY

GRAPH INTERFACE

UX
R SME

Conduct
UX Research

Query

Capture User 
Requirements

PRODUCE

UXR
Deve
loper

AnalystARTIFACT MANAGER

Service x Service y Service z
Results

CS2 - Information System
CS1 - Information System

Case1

Case2

Case3
. . . 

-- ----- ---- ---- -

---- --- ----- ----

--- --- --- ------- -
. . . 



Future

1. Facilitate curiosity and wonder
2. Aid learning, discovery, and leveraging
3. Promote truth and understanding
4. Enable collaboration in the small and large
5. Support specialization and synthesis
6. Meet short and long term goals, with history
7. Tailor to groups, personalize to individuals
8. Cover the full information life cycle
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Summary
• JCR Licklider
• Libraries of the Future
• 5S
• Building Digital Libraries
• Exploring (incl. from JCDL 2006)
• Future
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Questions?
Discussion?

Thank You!
fox@vt.edu


